Empowering privacy and security
in non-trusted environments

Objectives
WITDOM aims at producing a framework for endto-end protection of data in untrusted and fastevolving ICT-based environments.
WITDOM puts particular focus in scenarios
requiring data outsourcing, where new threats,
vulnerabilities and risks require end-to-end

Scenarios

security solutions that can withstand progress for
the lifetime of applications they support.
The WITDOM framework shall use security-andprivacy-by-design methodologies, and advance the
state of the art in effective protection of personal
and sensitive data in the following areas:

■■ Privacy enhancing techniques, perturbation
mechanisms and privacy metrics
■■ Privacy-preserving cryptographic techniques
supporting encrypted processing
■■ Cryptographic techniques for integrity and
verifiability of outsourced processes
■■ European legal landscape.

The WITDOM framework will be instantiated and validated in two privacy-sensitive application scenarios:
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■■ Analysis and assessment of end-to-end privacy/
security.
■■ Objective privacy metrics and quantifiable
evaluation mechanisms
■■ Analysis and formalization guidelines
and methods for the analysis of security
requirements and trust relationships
■■ Privacy and security by design and userempowered architectures for outsourced/
distributed environments

■■ Privacy-preserving toolkit implementing
privacy-preserving primitives, protocols,
privacy-enhancing techniques (PETs) and
formalized preferences for user-centric verifiable
outsourced processing (open-access building
blocks)
■■ Multidisciplinarily assessment prototypes for
eHealth and Banking scenarios, making use of
the toolkit and showcasing the net advance and
impact of the general and practical outcomes in
two privacy-aware scenarios

■■ Definition and enforcement of user-centric
privacy-preferences
■■ Multi-party security and privacy analysis for
outsourced/distributed eHealth and Financial
services scenarios, instantiated architectures
■■ Resource-efficient cryptographic primitives,
protocols and PETs for outsourced processing of
sensitive data (addressing the trade-off between
good performance and strong cryptographic
protection)
■■ Efficient cryptographic verifiability mechanisms
for user-empowered outsourced processing
■■ Evaluation of the developed primitives,
quantitative assessment of the net advances in
utility, efficiency and privacy/security
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